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PBIS Tier 3 Day 3 
KATIE SPROULS, PHD, NCSP  &  JADA BURY, EDS, NCSP 

PBIS CURRICULUM AND TRAINING SPECIALISTS 

Scope and Sequence of Tier 3 �
  

Day 1:  Considerations for moving within the Tiers, Overview of Behaviorism / Applied 
Behavioral Analysis,  Functional Behavioral Assessments Overview, Process, Essential 
Components, Intro to Data Methods 

 

Day 2:  Functional Behavioral Assessment Indirect Data Methods, Direct Data Methods, 
Determining Function, Linking Function to Reinforcement 

 

Day 3: Functional Hypothesis, Functional Analysis, Development of Comprehensive and 
Sustainable Tier 3 Behavior Intervention Plans 

Homework Status Check 

q Complete Preference Assessment or Forced Choice 
Inventory with a student 

q Based on your target behavior / case study: 

q Choose a direct observation method 

q Conduct observations in the natural environment 

q Discuss how this data confirmed or disproved data 
collected in your indirect assessment section 
(interviews and questionnaires) 
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AGENDA 
Functional Hypothesis and summary statements 

Functional Analysis (TEST) 

Linking to FBA to BIP 

Developing a Sustainable Tier 3 BIP 

 

FBA Essential Components 

ü Definition of the problem behavior(s) 

ü Conditions the behavior is most likely 
to occur 

•  When (time of day) 

•  Where (Setting) 

•  Who (who is present) 

ü ABC Contingency 
statement(s) 

ü Behavioral Dimensions 

•  Functional Hypothesis 

•  Recommendations 

 

Interpreting information 

1.  Review data collected. 
2.  Look for patterns surrounding the 

target behavior. 
• What consistent Antecedents precede 

the behavior? 
• What consistent Consequences follow 

the behavior? 
• Where, when, and who with is the 

behavior most /least likely? 
3.  What’s the Function? 
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Functional Hypothesis 

•  An educated guess based on the data that will help predict why 
problem behaviors occur. 

•  Includes a summary of the behavioral contingency (ABC contingency 
statement). 

•  Provides a probable function and type of reinforcement (positive or 
negative). 

•  Is observable, measureable, and objective. 

•  Environment / context focused. 

•  Non Ex:  Carol cries and hits her peers because she is immature 

•  Ex: Carol cries and hits her peers when they call her a crybaby and stick 
their tongues out at her. 

Writing a statement of function 

Should Include: 

o  The antecedent / setting events 

o  The person 

o  The target behavior 

o  The maintaining consequences 

o Hypothesized function and reinforcement (Positive or Negative) 

o Any necessary additional information needed for understanding function 

Hypothesis Statement: A-B-C Format 

Antecedent 

• When David is 
given a Paper-
pencil worksheet 
and no attention 
from others, 

Behavior 

• He gets out of his 
seat to wander the 
class, visits the pencil 
sharpener, and stops 
to talk to peers. 

Consequence 

• As a result he receives 
teacher attention in 
form of a redirection or 
reprimand and peers 
will talk to him. 

• He delays/avoids 
completing his work. 

Setting Event 

During 
independent 
seat work in 
math class 

Hypothesized function = escape from independent work and attention from 
others 
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Hypothesis Statement: Summary Format 

• When Perry is getting little attention in a large group in the 
classroom during teacher-led instruction (immediate 
situation / Antecedent), he is likely to shout profanities and 
throw things (problem behavior) in order to get peer 
attention (maintaining function / Consequence).  The less 
attention Perry has received during the morning schedule, 
the more likely this pattern is to occur (distant /Setting Event). 

Taken from Directors Institute, ADE – August 2013. 

 
(Add) which Positively / negatively reinforces the problem behavior. 

Taken from Directors Institute, ADE – August 2013. 

 
(Add) which Negatively reinforces the problem behavior. 

Yells “NO” at the teacher 
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1.  Multiple 
observations 

2.  Includes 
Antecedent, 
Behavior, 
Consequence 
(function) 

3.  Uses data collected 
to identify the 
predictable 
relationship 
between 
environmental 
factors and the 
behavior. 

4.  What is the type of 
Reinforcement? 

Let’s Practice! 

(Negative Reinforcement) 

ABC 

BOBBY’S HYPOTHESIS 
SUMMARY STATEMENT 

During Science class, when asked to work with a 
partner, Bobby will tear paper/assignment and 
stomp his feet in order to escape/avoid working 
with a peer which is a form of negative 
reinforcement for Bobby’s behavior. 
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David 

 David, a six year-old with autism, is building a block structure during 
work time.  His teacher tells the group that work time will be ending 
in 5 minutes.  David is not finished with his structure.  When work time 
is over, the teacher reminds the children to clean up their work and 
put their materials away.  David starts kicking, screaming and hitting 
anyone near him.  The teacher takes the blocks and puts them in 
the container, leaving two for David to put away.  This happens 
each time David is reminded to clean up. 

ABC and Function 

Antecedent Behavior Consequence Reinforcement 
Type? Function 

Troubleshooting  

•  Difficulty identifying an antecedent: 

•  Look for more specific antecedents, EO, or work the suggestions for A to 
C in reverse order (guide next slide). 

•  Conduct additional direct observations or in another format / context 

•  Use Functional Analysis technique 

 

•  Not sure what data collection method to use: 
•  Go back and define problem behavior more clearly 
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ID Antecedent - Consequence and Function 

Troubleshooting Continued 

•  Observed consequence does not match perceived function: 

•  That’s ok…some consequences are incidental rather than influential 

•  Problem behavior can have multiple functions 

 

•   Unclear data or function: 

•  Conduct a functional analysis 

•  Antecedent / consequence might be more unusual or unique (specific 
type of attention or from a particular person or length of difficult task) 

•  Possible automatic reinforcement 
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Additional Considerations 

•  Many problem behaviors may serve only one function 

•  One problem behavior may serve multiple functions in the same setting 
•  I.e. Delay cleaning up or unwanted task and gets to continue a preferred 

activity 

•  Same problem behavior may serve a different function in a different 
context 

•  I.e. off task to avoid work in one setting but is off task to get peer attention in 
another 

•  Function of a particular behavior may change over time. 

AGENDA 

Functional Hypothesis and 
summary statements 

Functional Analysis (TEST) 

Linking to FBA to BIP 

Developing a Sustainable 
Tier 3 BIP 

 

Scientific Hypothesis 

� Generate Hypothesis:  Look for patterns throughout data collection. 

 

�  Test Hypothesis (Functional Analysis): 
◦  Define the behavior using objective words  

◦  Count the behavior (e.g., how often or how long student swears) 

◦  Alter some aspect of the environment  

◦  Continue counting the behavior:  has it decreased or stayed the same? 
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Data Collection Methods 

Indirect (ASK) 

• Informant based  
• Record Review 
• Structured Interviews 
• Questionnaires and 

rating forms 

Direct (OBSERVE) 

• Observe the problem 
behavior in the natural 
environment it is most 
likely to occur. 

• Event Recording 
• Time Sample 
• Duration and Latency 

Recording 
• ABC Observations 

Functional 
Analysis (TEST) 

• Manipulate the 
environmental 
conditions. 

• Testing your 
hypothesis. 

Continuum of FBA Methods 

Functional 
Analysis 

Direct Observation  

Indirect Assessments 
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Data Collection Methods 

Indirect 

•  Use this information to: 

1.  Define target problem behavior(s). 

2.  Define potential Antecedent-
Consequences. 

3.  Determine what other assessments 
are needed. 

4.  When/where to observe directly. 

Direct 

•  Use this information to: 

1.  Confirm/disconfirm 
information obtained in 
interviews 

2.  Collect data on dimensions of 
behavior. 

3.  Redefine operational 
definitions. 

4.  Collect baseline data. 
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Functional Analysis 

•  Use this information to: 

1.  Confirm/discredit information obtained via indirect and direct 
methods. 

2.  Test your hypothesis. 

3.  Determine the most prescriptive / effective intervention 

“Systematic and experimental analyses in which 
behavior is observed while elements of the 

environment are manipulated.”


O’Neill, et. al., 1997 

 

Data Collection Methods 

•  The only approach that identifies 
cause – effect relations 

•  Confirms hypothesis for most accurate 
intervention selection 

•  Conditions allow you to influence 
many (and potentially subtle) 
variables on behavior 

•  Confirms environmental conditions 
that should be intervened with first 

•  Leads to more effective intervention 
planning 

•  Most complex form of assessment 

•  Time-consuming 

•  Low rates of behavior occurrences 
can make interpretation difficult 

•  HRB / Ethics 

•  Setting constraints – may not have a 
controlled setting 

Functional Analysis  

When you manipulate the variables in the environment to allow systematic 
introduction and removal of conditions during predefined test and control situations 
in order to test your hypothesis. 

•  Data is collected on the level of behavior during each condition to determine its 
effect on the behavior. 

•  Do (5 minutes+) observation session in each of the following conditions: 
•  Alone 

•  Attention 

•  Play 

•  Demand 
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FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS IN ACTION  

•  Attention Condition – attention is provided after each problem behavior 
(reprimands/redirects). 

 

•  Tangible Condition – preferred objects are given to the student after 
each problem behavior. 

 

•  Demand Condition – A task is presented.  When problem behavior occurs 
the task is removed for a brief period (only if problem behavior occurs). 

 

https://youtu.be/2RFq13r3khY 

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS IN ACTION  
 

•  Play Condition – toys are provided and student interacts with others / engages 
in play.  

 

•  Alone Condition – No toys / preferred items/activities or social interaction are 
present. 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/LQr717chytM 

 

 

https://youtu.be/AHPVU-vZFBs 
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Sample FA 
protocol that 
outlines what 
functional 
contingency the 
behavior serves 
if it occurs during 
any of these 
conditions. 

Trial-based 
functional 
Analysis 
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Your turn!  Let’s Practice 

◦  What is the target behavior? 

◦  What is the hypothesized function of the behavior? 

◦  How would you test your hypothesis? 

During whole-class instruction, Isaiah will get out of his seat to get 
unnecessary supplies, sharpen his pencil, walk around the class, 
and interrupt others who are working by talking to them.  Direct 
observations suggest that when this occurs he is redirected back to 
his seat or a peer responds to him 80% of the time the prob beh 
occurrs.  He also brings the item or supply with him back to his 
table.  Rating scale results suggest that the function is to get obtain 
attention or tangible items.

ISAIAH – FBA QUESTIONNAIRES 
Motivation Assessment Scale (MAS)	

Motivating Variable	 Disruption: Mean Score	
Social Attention	 10*	
Tangible	 12*	
Escape from Demand	 5	
Sensory	 9	

Questions about Behavioural Function (QABF)	

Function	 Target Behavior: Disruption	
Attention	 10*	
Escape	 6	
Non-Social	 2	
Physical	 0	
Tangible	 12*	

0 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

18 

Peer 
Attention 

Peer 
Escape  

Adult 
Attention  

Adult 
Escape 

Gain Item 
or Activity 

Setting 
Events 

Disruption 

Defiance 

Problem Behavior Questionnaire 
(Lewis, Scott, and Sugai, 1994)	

Functional Assessment Screening Tool (FAST)	
Likely Maintaining Variable – 

Disruptive Behavior	
Number of questions 

answered “Yes”	
Percent	

Social Reinforcement 
(Attention)	

8/8	 100%	

Social Reinforcement 
(access to Specific 
Activities/Items)	

7/8	 86%	

Social Reinforcement 
(Escape)	

4/8	 50%	

Automatic Reinforcement 
(Sensory Stimulation)	

3/8	 36%	

Automatic Reinforcement 
(Pain Attenuation)	

2/8	 25%	
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FBA write up – putting it all together   

•  Start with referral question and relevant history 

•  Then define behaviors of concern / target behavior 

•  Provide a narrative summary of information obtained from interviews, direct, and indirect 
assessments 

•  Use charts/tables and graphs for reporting questionnaire data 

•  ABC Contingency Chart and examples 

•  Brief description or graph of the Functional Analysis conditions & results 

•  Hypothesis Summary Statement 

•  Baseline Data 

•  Recommendations 

AGENDA 
Functional Hypothesis and summary statements 

Functional Analysis (TEST) 

Linking to FBA to BIP 

Developing a Sustainable Tier 3 BIP 

 

 

Linking FBA to BIP 

“A BIP should be developed from an FBA and prescribe methods that the staff 
will use to prevent, manage, replace, and monitor changes to the behavior.  It 
must be based on evidence-based practices and support the goal of making 

the challenging behavior irrelevant, ineffective, and inefficient.  It must be 
implemented with integrity by staff that are trained to do so.” 

(Task Force on Best Practices in Special Education and Behavior Management 
created by Arizona Senate Bill 1197) 

 

• Creates the goals for the BIP 

• Links the function to an intervention 
• Identifies the reinforcement schedule 
• Provides baseline data 
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FBA Essential Components 

ü Definition of the problem behavior(s) 

ü Conditions the behavior is most likely 
to occur 

•  When (time of day) 

•  Where (Setting) 

•  Who (who is present) 

ü ABC Contingency 
statement(s) 

ü Behavioral Dimensions 

ü Functional Hypothesis 

•  Recommendations 

 

FBA Recommendations 

•  Prevent 

•  Manipulate antecedents / setting 
event 

•  Teach 

•  Replacement behavior 

•  Reinforce 

•  Increase the likelihood 
replacement behavior will occur 
(instead of problem behavior) in 
the future 

Ways to Change Behavior 

Change the 
Antecedent  
Antecedent -The environmental 
condition(s) that immediately 
occur before a behavior. 

Change the 
Behavior 
Behavior – Target problem/
maladaptive behavior identified 
in the FBA Process. 

Change the 
Consequence 
Consequence – The environmental 
condition(s) that occur after a behavior 
that maintain the behavior(s). 

Prevent: Intervention 
occurs before the 
behavior occurs. 

Teach: Replacement 
behavior (what to do 
instead of problem 
behavior). 

Response: Intervention occurs 
after (in response to) the 
behavior.  Emphasis on 
Reinforcing Desired behavior. 

•  This takes great patience, 
strength, and consistency. 
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Alter the ABC Contingency 

Antecedent 

When Shawn is left 
alone with 
independent work 

Behavior 

He gets out of seat 
and interrupts other 
peers by talking to 
them. 

Consequence 

Attention in the form of 
redirect/ reprimand 
discussion from his teacher 
and assistance with his 
assignment. 

Alter the Antecedent: 

Antecedent 

When Shawn is left 
alone with 
independent work 

Behavior 

He gets out of seat 
and interrupts other 
peers by talking to 
them. 

Consequence 

Attention in the form of 
redirect/ reprimand 
discussion from his teacher 
and assistance with his 
assignment. 

Shawn is provided with 
a work partner/tutor 
during independent 
tasks that are 
challenging for him. These are irrelevant because the problem 

behavior is avoided 

Examples of Prevention Recommendations: 

•  Prime for transitions 
•  Pre-Correct – frequently and deliberately remind student to use replacement behavior 
•  Precision requests 
•  Provide Choices in product or process 
•  Modify amount or type of activity 
•  Assign a student to work with peer or peer buddy / tutor 
•  Provide additional instruction or support during or immediately following the directive (prior to 

predicable problem behavior) 
•  Provide frequent positive attention or sensory stimulation at regularly scheduled intervals when the 

problem behavior is not occurring (Creates satiation effect) 
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More Examples of Prevention 
Recommendations: 
u Check in with student more frequently 
u Pre-teach content 
u Provide a visual prompt or cue  
u Modify schedule or seating arrangement or location 
u Provide a more structured / frequent schedule of breaks / sensory schedule  
u Use sensory technique / movement break just before being asked to complete seat work 
u Increase/decrease academic engagement by increasing or decreasing opportunities to respond 
u Behavior momentum! 

Alter the Behavior: 

Antecedent 

When Shawn is left 
alone with 
independent work 

Behavior 

He gets out of seat 
and interrupts other 
peers by talking to 
them. 

Consequence 

Attention in the form of 
redirect/ reprimand 
discussion from his teacher 
and assistance with his 
assignment. 

Shawn is prompted to 
ask his peer buddy or 
an adult for help using 
a script he assisted in 
developing, which is 
immediately followed 
by….. 

Attention in the form of 
socialization, assistance 
with his work and praise 
from the teacher.. 

Replacement Behaviors 

•  Behaviors you want to replace the target/maladaptive behavior 
identified in the FBA process. 

•  Identify a preferable desired replacement behavior. 

•  Identify an alternating or functionally equivalent replacement behavior 
(FERB) 

•  FERBs should serve the same function as the FBA target problem 
behavior. 

•  Both types of replacement behaviors must be taught and reinforced! 
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Identifying Replacement Behaviors 

Identifying FERB 

In math 
class 

When given a 
problem to do 
on the board in 
front of peers 

Johnny will hit 
others and yell 
at the teacher 

The teacher 
asks another 
student to 
respond, 
Johnny is sent 
to the office 
(task escape/
avoidance)  

FERB: Teach Johnny how to say, “I’m not sure how to do that problem.  
Can I ask a peer to help me or choose a friend to answer instead?”  

Identifying Desired Replacement 
Behaviors 

In math 
class 

When given a 
problem to do 
on the board in 
front of peers 

Johnny will hit 
others and yell 
at the teacher 

The teacher 
asks another 
student to 
respond, 
Johnny is sent 
to the office 
(task escape/
avoidance)  

•  What is the ideal (desired) behavior? – Complete math problems at the board 
•  How will you teach it? 
•  What else does the student need in order to demonstrate it? 

•  How will it be reinforced? 
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Ex. “Teaching Replacement Behavior” 
Recommendations: 
•  Asking for help (how and who to ask) 

•  Asking for a break (break time and location/activity predetermined) – “need a break card” 

•  Asking for an alternate activity/assignment (choice) 

•  Self-management skills 

•  Appropriate ways to gain attention (raise hand and wait patiently for teacher to call on you) 

•  Specific Academic Skills 

•  Problem-Solving skills 

•  Teach peers to ignore problem behavior 

•  Teach, re-teach, use direct instruction for PBIS expectations 

•  Behavioral rehearsals 

•  Social Skills training 

•  Modeling, Role-play 

Alter the Consequence: 

Antecedent 

When Shawn’s 
independent work is 
done and he is 
receiving no attention 

Behavior 

He gets out of seat 
and interrupts other 
peers by hitting them. 

Consequence 

Attention in the form of 
redirect/ reprimand 
discussion from his teacher 
and assistance with his 
assignment. 

Neutrally block the hitting and 
reduce attention given to Shawn 
(who then spends time-away in 
reflection corner reading a 
social story). 

Examples of Reinforce/Respond: 
Reinforcement interventions: 

u Praise 

u Reflection 

u Response cost 

u Group contingencies 

u Token economy 

u Use incentives to increase desired behavior 

u Provide a break 

u Allow student to choose the next volunteer or 
next activity for the class 

u Allow choice of preferred activity after 
demonstration of desired activity. 

 

 

Reducing problem behavior: 

u Provide a consistent and calm response (tone of 
voice) 

u No eye contact or verbal response (proximity only) 

u Provide praise to students who are meeting 
expectations in the vicinity 

u Prompt to student (hierarchy of prompts) 

u Provide tangible reward to students nearby who are 
meeting expectations 

u Prompt others to ignore the problem behavior 
(extinction – beware!) 

u Redirect or quick error correction 

u Use a pre-established and agreed upon negative 
consequence (reflection, response cost, etc). 
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Differential Reinforcement: 

•  of Incompatible Behavior (DRI) 

•  A physically incompatible behavior is reinforced to replace the problem behavior. 
•  Ex: reinforcing a student for walking to the carpet instead of running (can’t do both 

at the same time). 

•  of Alternate Behavior (DRA) 

•  Decrease problem behavior by reinforcing a functionally equivalent (serves the same 
function) alternate (competing) behavior to replace the problem behavior. 

•  Ex: reinforcing a student for asking for a break (alternate behavior that directly 
competes with problem behavior) instead of acting out but serves the same 
function, escape. 

Differential Reinforcement: 

•  of Low Rates of responding (DRL) 

•  Used to decrease but not eliminate problem behavior.  Reinforce when the 
behavior hits a lower rate or is occurring less frequently than before. 

•  Ex: reinforcing a class for having fewer talking-out episodes in a day. 

•  of Other Behavior (DRO) 

•  Reinforcement is provided after an interval of time occurs without the problem 
behavior. 

•  Ex: Reinforcing Matt for remaining in his seat during math class independent 
work time for 5 minutes. 

Tips and Tricks for Reinforcement: 

•  Token Economy / Incentive Systems should include: 

•  Reinforcement Strength  
•  Preference assessment 

•  Consistently contingent on desired behavior 

•  Only time they can gain that reinforcer (deprivation elsewhere) 

•  Does it have more payoff than engaging in the problem behavior? 

•  Reinforcement Schedules 
•  Continuous - to learn a new skill 

•  Fixed or Variable - once skill is acquired for maintenance and generalization 

•  Fading reinforcement – once desired behavior is established 
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Time to Practice! 

On the next slide use the table to provide example(s) intervention(s) 
 for all parts of the ABC contingency 

•   Alter antecedents (prevention) 
•   Alter behavior (teach replacement behavior) 
•   Alter consequences (reinforce / respond) 

A B C 

(Prevent) (Teach) (Reinforce/Respond) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Use the table to provide example(s) intervention(s) 
 for all parts of the ABC contingency 

 Alter antecedents (prevention) 
 Alter behavior (teach replacement behavior) 

 Alter consequences (reinforce / respond) 

A B C 

(Prevent) (Teach) (Reinforce/Respond) 

•  Modify assignments to 
meet student 

instructional/skill level 
(adjust timelines, 
provide graphic 

organizers, break into 
smaller chunks, offer 

choice, etc.) 
 
 
 

•  Teach student more 
appropriate ways to 

ask for help from 
teacher or assigned 
peer buddy/tutor. 

•  Reward students 
nearby who are on 

task.  Reward student 
using token economy 
for doing task, trying 

hard, completing 
task, asking for a 

break or asking for 
help appropriately. 

• Sample intervention strategies (ABC format) linked to escape. 
 

 Alter antecedents (prevention) 
 Alter behavior (teach replacement behavior) 
 Alter consequences (reinforce / respond) 
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Function specific intervention suggestions: 

•  Escape / Avoidance 

•  Attention Seeking 

•  Tangible Access 

•  Sensory 

Interventions for: Escape/Avoidance 
•  For Task Avoidance: 

•  Reinforce for compliance (use escape driven rewards i.e., homework pass, 
reduce number of problems “do one, cross one off”) 

•  Teach how to seek help 
•  Teach acceptable alternatives to escape (“I need a break” card) 
•  Reinforce for absence of problem behavior (DRO) 
•  Initially remove/reduce task demands and then gradually introduce/increase 

demands (behavior shaping, behavior momentum) 
•  For Social Avoidance: 

•  Pair social attention with strong reinforcers 
•  Reinforce for compliance (use escape driven rewards i.e., Free time) 
•  Reinforce for absence of the problem behavior (DRO) 

•  Avoid using: 
•  Extinction 
 

Interventions for: Attention Seeking 

•  Increase attention for appropriate behaviors 

•  Use extinction on problem behavior (ignoring, reduce attention given – Face time) 

•  Teach acceptable alternatives for attention (functional communication training) 

•  Use time away as a last resort 

•  Reflection corner / think sheet 

•  Differential Reinforcement (DRI, DRA, DRO) 

•  Avoid using: 
•  Verbal reprimands 
•  Response interruption / redirection 
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•  Deny access (Extinction) 

•  Teach acceptable alternative ways to obtain access (ask permission) 

•  Provide frequent non-contingent access 

•  Use response cost or time away (reflection) as a last resort 

•  First – Then Board or chart mover / progress indicator 

•  Timer 

•  Avoid using:  

•  Access to material, activity, or food following problem behavior. 

Interventions for: Tangible 

Interventions for: Sensory & Automatic 

u Consult with Occupational Therapist 

u Sensory Toolbox 

u Increase access to alternative sources of stimulation 
u  Structured sensory schedule 

u Interrupt / redirect behavior 

u Teach Self-monitoring / management 

u Use differential reinforcement strategies 
u DRL, DRI, DRA 

u Avoid using:  
u  Timeout 

u Withholding attention 

AGENDA 

Functional Hypothesis and summary 
statements 

Functional Analysis (TEST) 

Linking FBA to BIP 

Developing a Comprehensive & 
Sustainable Tier 3 BIP 
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Use Evidence Based 
Interventions 

BIP = Behavior Intervention Plan 

•  Behavior:  the way a person acts or 
behaves. 

•  Intervention: an action that changes a 
course of events (not the person) 

•  Plan: a set of actions that have been 
thought of as a way to do or achieve 
something/something that a person 
intends to do/a detailed agreement. 

(Adapted from Merriam Webster’s Dictionary) 

BIP/BSP Purpose 

u Identify how the environment will change to ensure student success 

u Identify what the student will be taught in order to further success 

u Facilitate consistency across facilitators 

u Hold professionals accountable 

 The BIP Focus should be: 
On increasing positive behaviors 
On teaching / improving skills 
On making problem behaviors inefficient, ineffective, and irrelevant 
On proactive instead of reactive strategies 
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BIP/BSP Components 

•  Description / definition of the problem behavior. 

•  FBA Hypothesis summary statement 

•  The replacement behavior(s) – Desired and FERB 

•  Goal for the target behavior(s) 

•  Intervention procedures (strategies and supports) 
•  Prevent, teach, reinforce/respond 

•  Progress monitoring and data collection schedule 

•  Implementation Integrity Checks 

•  Safety/Crisis Plan (if needed) 

•  Review Date 

Additional BIP Components to consider 

•  Implementation logistics (who will do what, when?) 

•  Schedule logistics (points turned in where and when) 

•  Schedule staff (who responsible for which components) 

•  Schedule training 

•  Schedule monitoring / data collection  

•  Schedule on-going times for assessment and intervention integrity 
checks 

•  Communication / collaboration of team members 

The BIP Process 

1.  Operationally define target and replacement behavior 

2.  Baseline established 

3.  Develop behavioral goals & plan 

4.  Employ Evidence Based Interventions 

5.  Measure behavior change 

6.  Track, chart and analyze data 

7.  Use data to decide how to proceed (harder goals, 
generalization activities, mastery demonstration, etc.) 

Stage 1 BIP 
Design 

Stage 2 BIP 
Implementation 

& Monitoring 
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(a)  explicit description of the procedure/practice 
(b)  clear definition of the settings and implementers who use the procedure/practice 
(c)  identification of the population of individuals who are expected to benefit,  
(d)  the specific outcomes expected.   
(e)  the research involving the practice/procedure may be reviewed,  
(f)  criteria have been proposed by different agencies and organizations (c.f. American Psychological Association, What Works 

Clearinghouse, SAMSA, Institute for Education Science) for how the experimental rigor and confidence about evidence-
based effects can be claimed.  

Landrum, Tankersley, & Kauffman, 2003 

How do I know what is an EBP? 

How to Write an Effective BIP 

•  Use a strengths based approach 

•  Write specific, objective, obtainable, realistic, and measurable goals 

•  Use the function of the behavior as your driving tool for intervention 
strategies 

•  Allow the student some autonomy / control (input promotes buy-in) 

•  Use PBIS techniques 

•  Incudes a monitoring schedule (data collection and integrity) 

BIP Goal Writing: 

u  Include a well defined replacement behavior(s), who is involved, the actions that will be taken, how progress 
will be measured, who will measure it, and a date the goal will be achieved, based on amount of 
improvement / increase.   

§  TJ will use an “I need a break” card when he needs a break from a task or activity.  The card will be turned into 
the teacher (during independent work) or placed on her desk discreetly (during teacher-led instruction; teacher 
should note the time).  A timer will be set for 3 minutes.  TJ will then silently go to the “quiet corner” to quietly 
listen to music using headphones, or lay on the pillows quietly during the break.  When the 3minutes are up he 
will return to the activity at hand. Data will be collected by documenting the number of times TJ uses his card 
and the number of times he does not (when card use should have occurred) throughout the day, each day for 
3 weeks. 

§  Goal will be reached when he is using the break card 4 / 5 opportunities per day across 1 week. 

u  When teaching skills, include additional information on what situations the skill will be taught or not taught 
(location, circumstances) and what the agreed level of success is (using his card 3 out of 4 times). 

§  TJ and his teacher will practice using this technique via behavior rehearsals in the classroom while other students 
are at recess.     

§  TJ will also earn a point towards his incentive system for appropriate use of the card and returning to the activity 
when the break time is up. 
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Goal Action Plan Tool 

Considerations  in BIP Design 

•  Current evaluation data 
•  Student’s past and projected rate of development 

compared with long-range plans for his/her future 
•  Students presenting physical and communicative 

capabilities 

•  Priority behaviors identified 
•  Identified behavioral skills that the student lacks  
•  Prerequisites necessary for acquiring new skills 
•  The amount of instructional time required 

•  Availability of specialized materials, equipment, or 
resource personnel 

BIP Design 
Common Caveats 

Ø Generic & Vague 

Ø Reinforcement Schedule / Resources 

Ø Evidence Based Practices  

Ø Fidelity Checks  

Ø Multiple phases  
u  Teaching, fading, maintenance, and generalization etc. 

Ø BUY IN 
u  Implementers must be involved in the design of the plan 

u Consistent with the skills of the implementers 

u Consistent with the resources available 

u  Perception of implementers that the plan will be effective / useful & in the best interest of the student 
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Remember:  The Three I’s 

Behavior Support Plans will be effective when:  

 
A prevention intervention that modifies the context so that the 
problem behavior is no longer necessary to perform is included. 

The replacement behavior serves the same function (obtains the 
same outcome) as the problem behavior - if it doesn’t work, the 
student won’t do it. 

The replacement behavior works at least as quickly and easily as 
the problem behavior - if it works but is harder to perform, the 
student won’t do it. 

BIP Description 
Clarify, clarify, clarify, clarify, clarify, clarify, clarify 

u Verbal request or instructions 
u Josh, pick up the blue cup 
u Script provided if required 

u Written instructions or format 
u Draw a line to the items that match 
u Use hands to point to selection 

u Demonstration 
u This is how you pick up the blue cup 
u Role play behavior skill 

u  Materials to be used 
u  Blue cup, red cup 

u  Worksheet with ten items that match 

u  Environmental setting or timing 
u  In the lunchroom 

u  During independent work time 

u  Manner of Assistance 
u  Independent 

u  With partial physical assistance 

u  With verbal prompts 
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FBA Intervention Tracking / Summary Guide 
 

Link Hypothesis Statements to Behavior Interventions 

The hypothesis statements link to behavior 
intervention plans by: 

•  Modifying the antecedent(s) identified, 

Teaching alternative appropriate behaviors to get the 
same payoff, 
Providing alternative ways of responding to the 
appropriate and problem behavior (including crisis 
management) 
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Hypothesis Link 

. 

 
 

When Jeff is presented with demands to start non-preferred academic 
tasks, specifically independent writing, he will become disengaged and 
walk around the room, talk to and touch peers, put his head down without 
initiating writing.  As a result, he gets to avoid/delay the non-preferred task. 

Prevent 
Teacher request 
to start the non-
preferred task 

Setting Event 
 
None identified 

Behavior 
Disengaged-walk 
around room, bother 
peers,  

Reinforce 
Avoid/delay non-
preferred task 

Setting Events 
 
NONE 

Prevention Triggering 
Antecedents 

 
Request to do a non-

preferred task = 
writing 

Maintaining 
Consequences 

Reinforce 
 

Avoid 

Problem 
Behavior 

 
Disengaged 

Jeff-matching hypothesis to 
interventions 

Replacement 
Behavior 

 
(Inefficient or 
incompatible) 

 
Engage in Task 

Modify trigger 
Choices 
Environmental 
Changes/Supports 

Compliance 

A B C 

(Prevent) (Teach) (Reinforce/Respond) 
 
 

Using a choice matrix, decide upon the 
choice that will be offered to Jeff each 
day with his writing assignment.  The 
following choices will be rotated:  (a) With
—writing tool to use (pen/pencil), color 
notebook paper, color of eraser, topic; (b) 
Who—peer for writing partner; (c) Where
—Robin’s room, round table, desk; (d) 
When—part now, part later, whole task 
now 
 

1. Right before giving the writing 
assignment to Jeff, prompt him to decide 
upon the choice to be offered.   
2. Once the choice is determined, present 
it to Jeff by saying, “What do you want to 
use for writing today?  The pen or the 
pencil?” 
 

 
 
 
Praise Jeff for making the choice
—”Thank you for making a choice.” 
and honor the choice 
 

Prevent – Teach – Reinforce Think Sheet  
 Alter antecedents (prevention) 

 Alter behavior (teach replacement behavior) 
 Alter consequences (reinforce / respond) 

**Useful tool 
in your 
packet 

Ex: Jeff - PTR Intervention Plan Prevent 
Modifying Trigger w/ Choice Making Intervention 
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Activity   

•  In your group/team, review your BIP and highlight the Alter antecedents 
(prevention), Alter behavior (teach replacement behavior), and Alter 
consequences (reinforce / respond) 

•  Steps 
•  Identify the antecedent (prevention information). 
•  Identify the Prevention / Teach / Reinforce  interventions. 

•  Use Designing Functional Intervention Flow Sheet to identify components in 
your BIP. 

•  Is there anything missing in your plan? 

•  Be prepared to share. 

A B C 

(Prevent) (Teach) (Reinforce/Respond) 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Prevent – Teach – Reinforce Think Sheet  
 Alter antecedents (prevention) 

 Alter behavior (teach replacement behavior) 
 Alter consequences (reinforce / respond) 

**Useful tool 
in your 
packet 
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BIP Implementation Logistics 

u Implementation logistics (who will do what, when?) 
u Criteria set and intervention matches behavior  

u Schedule logistics (points turned in where and when) 
u Schedule staff (who responsible for which components) 

u Schedule training 
u Schedule monitoring / data collection  
u Schedule on-going times for assessment and intervention integrity checks 

u Communication / collaboration of team members 
u Monitoring of responsiveness 
u  MUST MEET THE STRANGER TEST!!! 

 

Data and Monitoring   

•  Treatment Analysis 
•  Is the intervention working – does the data support continued use? 

•  Treatment Integrity 
•  Is the intervention being implemented:   

•  Correctly? 

•  Consistently? 

•  Procedural Drift – address immediately 

•  Monitor and evaluate BIP (for 3-4 weeks) 

•  Update BIP as needed 

 

Further considerations – Sharing data 

•  Make data visually appealing and easy to read 

•  Share data regularly to promote buy-in and 
treatment fidelity and prevent drift 

•  Use it to problem solve and make decisions on 
next steps 

•  Fade (reinforcers, prompts, intervention) 

•  Build maintenance 

•  Generalize skills 
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Questions? 
Thank you for your time! 

Contact information: 

info@pbisArizona.com 

www.PBISArizona.org  

(623) 584-6223 


